Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)-mediated fusion between pure lipid bilayers: a mechanism in common with viral fusion and secretory vesicle release?
Membrane fusion is fundamental to the life of eukaryotic cells. Cellular trafficking and compartmentalization, import of food stuffs and export of waste, inter-cellular communication, sexual reproduction, and cell division are all dependent on this basic process. Yet, little is known about the molecular mechanism(s) by which fusion occurs. It is known that fusing membranes must somehow be docked and brought into close contact. Specific proteins, many of which have been identified within the past decade, accomplish this. An electrical connection or 'fusion pore' is established between compartments surrounded by the fusing membranes. Three primary views of the mechanism of pore formation during secretory and viral fusion have been proposed within the past decade. In one view, a protein ring forms an initial transient connection that expands slowly by recruiting lipid so as to form a lipidic junction. In another view, the initial fusion pore consists of a protein-lipid complex that transforms slowly until the fusion proteins dissociate from the complex to form an irreversible lipidic pore. In a third view, the initial pore is a transient lipid pore that fluctuates between open and closed states before either expanding irreversibly or closing. Recent work has helped define the mechanism by which poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) mediates fusion of highly curved model membranes composed only of synthetic phospholipids. PEG is a highly hydrated polymer that can bring vesicle membranes to near molecular contact by making water between them thermodynamically unfavourable. Disrupted packing in the contacting monolayers of these vesicle membranes is necessary to induce fusion. The time course and sequence of molecular events of the ensuing fusion process have also been defined. This sequence of events involves the formation of an initial, transient intermediate in which outer leaflet lipids have mixed and small transient pores join fusing compartments ('stalk'). The transient intermediate transforms in 1-3 min to a fusion-committed, second intermediate ('septum') that then 'pops' to form the fusion pore. Inner leaflet mixing, which is shown to be distinct from outer leaflet mixing, accompanies contents mixing that marks formation of the fusion pore. Both the sequence of events and the activation energies of these events correspond well to those observed in viral membrane fusion and secretory granule fusion. These results strongly support the contention that both viral and secretory fusion events occur by lipid molecule rearrangements that can be studied and defined through the use of PEG-mediated vesicle fusion as a model system. A possible mechanism by which fusion proteins might mediate this lipidic process is described.